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DR111 LED AIR

* Base :G53

* Operating voltage 12V DC/AC 50Hz.

* Using High Power EDISON LEDs.

* Fuse for mains protection.

* Working position: universal.

* Do not use with dimmer.

* Warm white colour temperature.

* Extra Long Life.

* Unique design of the heat sink: improves the efficiency of heat dissipation.

* Compatible with 12V AC output electro-magnetic transformers.

* Compatible with 12V DC/AC 50Hz electronic transformers.

* Do not use this item  with electronic  transformers for halogen lamps.

Sorry this item is
not available

anymore

Item Characteristics

6LED Number

57 mmLenght

111 mmDiameter

2x12°Opening beam

Warm LightLight Tonality

490 LUMENNominal Flux

G53Base

12 WNominal Power

12 VLamp Voltage

07070Code

Performance

65 WEquivalence with incandescent lamp

14kWh/1000h

AEnergy Class

>15000 hLifetime

>80Irc/Ra

2200Axis cd
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Tech Info

2004/108/CE * Compatibilità Elettromagnetica
2011/65/UE * RoHS 2012/19/UE * RAEE EN

61547 * anno 2010 EN 55015 * anno 2014 EN
61000-3-2 * anno 2007 (+A1/+A2:2011) EN

61000-3-3 * anno 201 EN 62471 * anno 2010
IEC/TR 62471-2 EN 62031 * anno 2009

(+A1/2013) 2010/30/EU * Energy Consumption
874/2012 * Regulation for Energy Labelling

2009/125/CE * Progettazione Eco Compatibile
1194/2012 * Progettazione Eco Compatibile

Fulfilled Directives and norms

25°CT (°C) Working environment Temp.

70LLMMF - Lamp lumen maintenance
factor

<0,2sLamp start time

0,60Power Factor

NODimmable

Shipping info

8011905774776Master barcode

10 pzPack

8011905829490Item barcode
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